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TO PREVENT AND TO PROTECT: THE REPORTING OF CHILD ABUSE BY EDUCATORS

Jon M. Hogelin

I. INTRODUCTION

A major responsibility of being an educator in the United States is providing for the well-being of the children in the educator’s care. This is not limited to the actual supervision of the children during hours of the day where there is direct contact, but also includes the observance of signs of possible abuse occurring when outside of the educator’s care. It is imperative that educators—which may include, but are certainly not limited to teachers, principals, school counselors, and school co-curricular leaders (e.g., coaches)—are properly trained to identify abuse and know the proper actions that they need to take when they suspect a child is being abused. Educators have an important role in stopping abuse because they have such quality contact and spend so much time, perhaps more than some parents, with children.

This Comment will identify and compare the different statutes, or codes, that exist in different states requiring educators to report child abuse. Most of these state laws are inspired by the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (CAPTA). CAPTA allowed for the creation of the National Center of Child Abuse and Neglect, which focused on ascertaining accurate information, through research, regarding the extent of child abuse and neglect. It also was created to give “technical assistance and training to states and local

---

States may also receive federal grants under the provisions of CAPTA. This funding is to provide assistance for the costs associated with reporting and prevention programs, which can be very high. The federal funding is not an extraordinary amount—in the mid-1990s the funding was $80,000—but it does provide states with a financial incentive to implement important programs. CAPTA also provides immunity to individuals reporting child abuse. The immunity that is afforded to those who report child abuse, although not drastically different, can vary in certain states.

This Comment will also discuss and compare requirements pertaining to the training and education of educators in dealing with the identification and reporting of child abuse. It will explain the standards for certification requirements and further education regarding recognizing and reporting child abuse. This is to set a foundation for possible theories of why there may be some child abuse that goes unreported. It may be possible to have consistent and thorough mandatory federal training for educators to ensure that any evidence of child abuse will not only be identified, but properly reported so that there can be proper intervention.

Presently, there is minimal direct authority from federal law with regard to educators reporting child abuse, however, and there needs to be some federal involvement. Since the protection of children is so crucial, it is important that we identify all possibilities available to accomplish these goals. Possibilities may involve requirements for training on how to identify abuse to protective legal provisions for educators who report abuse. For example, current state statutes or codes provide immunity, in most circumstances, from civil and criminal actions for those who report child abuse to the local police force. However, there may be social or political ramifications for educators who do report child abuse. This may be a reason that not all child abuse cases are reported. This Comment will discuss if a federal “whistleblower” statute for educators, which would insulate them from consequences
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other than civil or criminal lawsuits, may be necessary.

II. FACTS ABOUT CHILD ABUSE

To understand the absolute necessity for educators to report child abuse, one only needs to look to the facts of child abuse. For the purposes of this Comment, “child abuse” and “child maltreatment” are treated synonymously. CAPTA recognizes five types of child abuse: physical abuse, neglect, sexual abuse, exploitation, and emotional abuse. It also defines abuse as “an act or failure to act which presents an imminent risk of serious harm.” Withholding of medical treatment is also included as a form of abuse.

For the last decade, an average of 900,000 children in the country (including Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia) were victims of neglect and abuse annually. The number of children that were investigated in 2005 numbered approximately 3.5 million, with 25% determined to be neglected or abused. Of those children, 62.8% experienced neglect, 16.6% were physically abused, 9.3% were sexually abused, and 7.1% were emotionally abused. It was estimated that 1,460 children died of neglect or abuse—almost two children per 100,000 of the national population.

Who are the individuals known to be major contributors to the abuse of a child? These individuals vary from parents, either collectively or individually, to other immediate and distant relatives and from trusted individuals to complete strangers. It is not always the case that child abusers act alone, as abuse may occur at the hands of multiple individuals at one time. Within the last decade, approximately 40% of child abuse victims were harmed by mothers acting alone, 18.3% by fathers acting alone, and 17.3% by both parents. Children that were abused by caregivers other than the parents made up 10.7%. These numbers clearly show that it is vital for
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educators to be trained and prepared to recognize when a child is being abused. For the majority of children, going to school can be a sanctuary and a place where their cries for help are recognized and heard. It is likely that their cries for help are not always vocal or obvious, creating a need for trained observation for identification.

The effects that victims of child abuse endure, both in their adolescence and adulthood, are startling. Victims generally have lower IQs as a result of abuse. This likely can inhibit a child from obtaining a high level of education due to frustration and a lack of confidence. Mental health problems also result, including depression, eating disorders, sleep disruption, and sexual problems. Victims also have a higher rate of suicide attempts, which may speak to the feelings of diminished self-worth among victims. They also experience more alcohol- and drug-related problems, including substance abuse. Additionally, a victim of child abuse is susceptible to being trapped in a vicious cycle since they are prone to becoming abusers themselves. This includes increased and often-demonstrated aggressive or violent behavior.

The loss of victims’ stability during childhood, evidenced by these consequences, is disturbing. Childhood is likely the time where the foundation is laid for an individual’s ability to make decisions, react to situations, and interact with others. Childhood cannot be replaced or recreated. Like a person who has a disability, victims of child abuse must learn to cope with the effects of abuse for the rest of their life, as they are unlikely to go away.

The consequences endured by abused children show the absolute need for early detection and reporting of child abuse. Educators who participate in doing so help to eliminate the negative consequences and “help prevent the continuing cycle of abuse.” They also can prevent a situation from becoming a
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To prevent and to protect medical- or court-related situation. Schools have more access to children than any other social institution, including health care providers. Although health care providers may be able to inspect the physical well-being of a child more closely, they do not spend as much time with and contribute to the actual development of a child as do teachers and other educators. Outside of a child’s family, schools are considered the most important influence on an individual’s adolescence. This reinforces the necessity that educators be taught to recognize and report child abuse. Furthermore, it is imperative that educators have significant ability to intercede in an abusive situation. Educators should be in the best possible position to help a child in an abusive situation, whether it is at home or elsewhere, without fear of retribution. This would include even the possibility of abuse existing at the school. Although there are some protections in place for educators, there should be more. If such added protections for educators means helping to save even one child from abuse, the better it is for society as a whole.

III. Mandatory State Statutes and Codes for Reporting Child Abuse

Dr. C. Henry Kempe is credited with bringing attention to the need for mandatory reporting of child abuse by professionals. Dr. Kempe’s initial focus was mandatory reporting for physicians, stemming from his concern for the number of non-accidental injuries brought to his attention. Beginning with a symposium that he initiated in 1961 through the American Academy of Pediatrics, Dr. Kempe was able bring enough attention to the problem that by 1965 all fifty states and the District of Columbia required physicians to report child abuse. However, in 1967, of all the states that mandated that physicians report any suspected child abuse, only fourteen required the same of teachers. The number of states increased to twenty-four in 1974 and more than doubled
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to forty-nine by 1977.\textsuperscript{32} Now, “[a]ll fifty states [and the District of Columbia] currently have laws or regulations that implicitly or explicitly mandate that teachers must act on their suspicions.”

A current example of the enforcement of one of these state’s mandatory reporting laws involves the controversy surrounding Pennsylvania State University.\textsuperscript{34} A former assistant football coach, Jerry Sandusky, was convicted of sexual abuse, including sexual abuse of a child in the shower of the locker room—an act that was witnessed by current assistant football coach Mike McQueary, who at the time of

\textsuperscript{32} Id.


the abuse in 2002 was a graduate assistant. McQueary informed Joe Paterno, head coach of the football team, of the incident. Paterno then informed the athletic director, who shared this information with a university vice president.

In the aftermath of the controversy in November 2011, the athletic director and vice-president were charged with a failure to report abuse of a child to proper authorities. In accordance with Pennsylvania state law, school administrators, teachers, school nurses, social services workers, daycare center workers, or any other childcare or foster care workers are required to report when there is reason to suspect abuse or an observation or knowledge of a child being abused or neglected. Based on this statute, both men face criminal prosecution, as well as the likelihood of future civil suits.

The athletic director and vice president were in a position not only to help the abused child, but also to prevent any further abuses by the former coach upon other children. There are currently seven other children alleged to have been abused by Sandusky after the incident in 2002. Both the athletic director and the vice-president were in a position that, had they reported the 2002 abuse, it is quite possible that there would not have been seven other victims. This is why it is so very important that child abuse be reported, especially when it involves a person of trust who works with children.

It is unclear why both the athletic director and vice president chose not to report the 2002 incident. Various theories involve money, reputation, and success. Perhaps they felt they could help the university avoid gaining a bad reputation, possibly believing that less money would be donated to the university’s programs and appropriated by the state. Also, they may have thought that it would be much less difficult to recruit athletes to a university with a tradition of successful athletic programs. Whatever the reason for their failure to report the incident, it is clearly unacceptable on many different levels. Hopefully, the Pennsylvania State
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University controversy will bring the issue of the necessity and legal obligations to report child abuse to not only a state stage, but a national one, as well.

The Pennsylvania State University issue aside, there are few cases where there is actual criminal action for educators not reporting child abuse. Research shows that fewer than ten cases had been filed by the mid-1990s. It is alarming that there are not more cases of record when it is known that not all suspected child abuses are reported by educators. It is very plausible that there are more instances where there is knowledge that a suspicion of child abuse has gone unreported by an educator. There may be many reasons for lack of prosecution for not enforcing a statutory or code requirement. Whatever the reason, a statute that is not enforced is almost the same as no statute at all.

Forty-eight states, the District of Columbia, American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands designate specific professionals who are mandated to report, such as doctors, nurses, teachers, and school administrators. New Jersey and Wyoming, which do not have statutory language that requires for any specific professionals to report require all persons to report. This includes educators, which in some states, are not specifically mentioned. Along with New Jersey and Wyoming, Utah is another example of a state that does not specifically state that educators are required to report child abuse in its mandatory child abuse reporting statute. However, those in the medical professions have a mandatory obligation to report child abuse.

---
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Utah requires any person who “has reason to believe that a child has been subjected to abuse or neglect, or . . . shall immediately notify the nearest peace officer, law enforcement agency, or office of the division.”\(^{47}\) By this “catch all” requirement, any person “must” report child abuse, whereas most other states do not require persons other than the specified professionals to report.\(^{48}\) These other states are summarized as merely being allowed to report, thereby alleviating any legal ramifications for those other than professionals if they do not report child abuse.\(^{49}\) Some states use the term “may” for other persons, although most have a requirement specifically for educators to report.\(^{50}\)

Utah also has a mandatory reporting requirement under the Utah Educator Licensing and Professional Practices Act.\(^{51}\) This law states that educators, including volunteer and temporary employees, have a duty to report child abuse to local legal authorities and to “the school principal, superintendent, or to the office.”\(^{52}\) Thus an educator cannot report abuse to a school counselor only. Although an educator is not restricted from reporting to a school counselor any suspicion of a child being abused, they are required to also report abuse to the principal, superintendent, or office.

### A. Mandatory Versus Optional

The term “may” in statutory law raises questions currently at issue in the Penn State University case. It is obvious that the Pennsylvania requirement for school administrators applies to the athletic director and vice president who were charged. However, it seems that Paterno and McQueary are not considered school administrators, teachers, or any of the other designated professionals listed in the statute.\(^{53}\) Therefore, the state attorney general has chosen not to file charges against Paterno or McQueary;\(^{54}\) because
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their occupations are not listed under the statute, they may report but are not required to do so.\textsuperscript{55}

There are many people who believe that even if it is not criminal for Paterno and McQueary to have not reported the child abuse, as per state statute, there is a moral and civil obligation for them to do so.\textsuperscript{56} Both Paterno and McQueary work directly with young men and have a relationship of trust. Perhaps the circumstances of the Penn State incident will bring the legislature to change the term “may” to “must” so that individuals in these special relationships with children are held accountable.\textsuperscript{57} Furthermore, it seems odd that the university administrators, who do not have the same relationship of trust with students as the coaches, are indicted and not the coaches.

Most states statutorily require, educators, or usually more specifically teachers, to report child abuse.\textsuperscript{58} It seems surprising that not all states have direct language regarding educators, especially since educators likely have more direct contact with children than any other profession. Even though they are nevertheless required to report child abuse, it would seem that statutory language should directly identify educators in each state’s statute or code. Compared to members of other professions, educators are in the best position to subvert further abuse since “[c]hildren are required to attend school, but are generally not required to visit medical, dental, psychological, or other professional facilities.”\textsuperscript{59} Because of the special relationship that exists between a child and teacher in the “school setting,” it is most likely that a teacher will be the individual to discover any abuse.\textsuperscript{60} Therefore, it seems likely that there would be some uniformity between states in specifically requiring educators to report any suspicion of child abuse or neglect of any kind.

\textbf{B. Standards for Making a Report}

Each state has varying standards for making a report of

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{55} 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 6312 (West 2012).
  \item \textsuperscript{56} Viera & Thamel, supra note 40.
  \item \textsuperscript{57} 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 6312 (West 2012).
  \item \textsuperscript{58} MANDATORY REPORTERS, supra note 43.
  \item \textsuperscript{59} Jody Aaron, \textit{Civil Liability for Teachers’ Negligent Failure to Report Suspected Child Abuse}, 28 WAYNE L. REV. 183, 211 (1981) (internal citation omitted).
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\end{itemize}
child abuse outlined by statute or code. Even though there is some variance between each state, generally there is a requirement for a report upon suspicion or a reason to suspect that a child has been abused or neglected. Language frequently used between states is a rather obvious standard of the reporter either having knowledge or observing a child being subjected to conditions that would result in abuse. States that do not mandate but allow non-professionals to report child abuse must follow the same standards. Therefore, these standards apply to educators, regardless of whether a particular state statute or code specifically refers to them.

C. Confidentiality for Reporters

In an attempt to combat the under-reporting of child abuse, confidentiality of the reporter's identity may result in increased chances of identification of situations where abuse is occurring. Accordingly, there is language in most states' codes or statutes regarding confidentiality of the reporter of child abuse. Eighteen states require that those required by the state's statute or code to report child abuse must provide their names and contact information. Wyoming's statute only requires the identification of the reporter, whether a mandatory reporter or not, when they submit photographs or x-rays of the child. However, there are thirty-nine states and the District of Columbia that specifically protect the identity of the reporter, whether a mandatory reporter or not, from the alleged perpetrator.

There are exceptions under certain circumstances for confidentiality of reporters of child abuse in some states. In California, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Texas, a reporter's identity may be released by the court if there is a compelling
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reason. In nine states, the identity of a reporter can be released if they knowingly filed a false report. Although there are probably other state laws under different titles prohibiting the knowing filing of false reports, there are only nine states with specific language regarding the filing of suspected child abuse reports. Also, there are six states and the District of Columbia where a reporter of child abuse can waive any confidentiality requirement and give consent to have their name released.

Given state laws, it is apparent that reporting child abuse is vital. There are standards for which those reports are to be made and protection for the identity of the reporters. This preserves the seriousness and delicacy of the matter of child abuse. It also requires and, to a certain extent, protects educators in the profession to pursue child welfare. The only question is whether existing requirements and protections are sufficient to encourage for the reporting of all abuses.

IV. IMMUNITY FOR CHILD ABUSE REPORTERS

There are several reasons to provide immunity from criminal and civil legal action for those who report child abuse. It may encourage individuals, whether mandated to report or not, to be more vigilant in recognizing and reporting to the local authorities, including law enforcement or social services. Recognition of the importance and necessity of reporting also demands provision of immunity for reporters of abuse.

Another reason is the opportunity for states to receive financial benefits under CAPTA, as CAPTA provides federal grants to states that establish immunity for child abuse reporters who make “good faith reports of suspected or known instances of child abuse or neglect.” Although it is reasonable that most states would have such laws without financial incentives, the opportunity for additional financial
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aid, especially for a state that may find itself cash-strapped, may push states to comply with CAPTA requirements for immunity of reporters.

Consequently, all fifty states plus the District of Columbia have some form of immunity for reporting child abuse. This immunity is predicated upon the report being in good faith and extends to both mandatory and voluntary reporters. The statutes and codes of different states serve to protect individuals from liability in civil and criminal capacities. These immunity statutes are the basis for reporters’ freedom from worry about legal liability in considering the welfare of children, particularly those being abused. It also allows for immediate reporting, which can be essential when a child may be in more danger than suspected.

Without laws that give reporters immunity, there may be individuals who feel it necessary to hire legal representation prior to informing authorities of the situation. Educators who suspect abuse, whether at home, school, or elsewhere, most likely do not know the extent of the situation. Educators who suspect abuse, whether at home, school, or elsewhere, most likely do not know the extent of the situation.

---
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of the essence, and immunity enables help to be timelier and keeps the focus on the child and not the immediate or long-term ramifications affecting the reporter. This timeliness may be vital if an abuser moves the child to another location for fear of a suspecting educator.

CAPTA requires that states provide immunity for those individuals who report child abuse, who must do so in good faith.77 A report is done in good faith when the “assumption of the reporter, to the best of his or her knowledge, has reason to believe that the child in question is being subjected to abuse or neglect.”78 Even if the report is not fully substantiated, the reporter of the child abuse is allowed immunity. 79 Seventeen states and the District of Columbia have a presumption of good faith,80 meaning an assumption that the report of child abuse is done in good faith, unless there is proof that it was done maliciously or falsely.81 This allows an educator to have a clear conscience if he makes a report based solely on suspicions.

Applying reporter immunity to the Pennsylvania State University issue, Paterno and McQueary are still susceptible to liability in civil lawsuits. Since neither of the two men reported the incident of 2002 to local authorities or social services, they were not granted immunity.82 McQueary reported the incident to Paterno, who then reported that information to the athletic director,83 but not to local authorities. Therefore, although the state statute allows both individuals to report an incident of child abuse, immunity only extends to them if they report the incident to legal authorities.84

Lacking the protection of immunity provided by state law, both men may have legal action brought against them civilly, particularly from any victims abused by Sandusky after the 2002 incident. The basis for such a common law claim is

78 IMMUNITY FOR REPORTS, supra note 72, at 2.
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80 Id. at 2 n.3 (Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, Michigan, Mississippi, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Wisconsin, and Wyoming).
81 Id. at 3.
82 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 6318 (West 2010).
83 REPORT, supra note 34.
84 23 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. §§ 6311, 6312, 6318 (West 2010).
the idea that had either reported Sandusky to legal authorities, they may have prevented Sandusky’s further abuse.

Paterno and McQuery would also not have any immunity from criminal legal action. However, neither is considered a mandatory reporter of child abuse under the language of Pennsylvania statutes. Since they are not deemed to be mandatory reporters, it is likely that they will not have to face any criminal actions. In fact, the Attorney General of Pennsylvania has declared that there will not be criminal actions against these men. Again, this is because Pennsylvania does not require every person to report child abuse. There has been a public outcry that it was wrong that either man not report the 2002 incident to legal authorities, so it will be interesting to see if the statutes are later changed to replace the term “may” with “must.”

A majority of states give immunity to reporters whose actions extend beyond the initial report. All but fourteen states plus the District of Columbia have immunity for a reporter who is a participant in any of the judicial proceedings that follow the initial report of abuse. More specifically, there are twenty-six states whose codes or statutes allow for immunity for reporters who participate in the investigation of “allegations of maltreatment.”

It is not apparent why there are states that will not allow immunity beyond the initial report. The report of child abuse is extremely important and necessary, and the process afterwards seems just as important. An educator could be deterred from reporting abuse involving a child if they know that there is no protection when testifying in court or elsewhere. It seems necessary that if a state is going to provide protection on the initial report, it should also provide that same protection for any later actions related to the report.

In ten states, a reporter of child abuse, including an educator, does not have immunity where the report is in “bad
This does not mean that all other states provide immunity for reports done in bad faith or malice, but that they do not use specific language asserting that fact. It is unlikely that any state would grant immunity for these particular reports, although states that specify this directly should be applauded. Another ten states give immunity for a report that is knowingly false. It seems obvious that there would not be immunity for mandatory reporters, like educators, who fail to report. Minnesota and North Dakota specifically pronounce this in their statutes and codes. Alaska does not provide immunity for any person who knowingly makes an “untimely report.” What seems rather obvious but is only specifically stated in sixteen state statutes is the denial of immunity for “alleged perpetrators of the suspected abuse.”

For the most part, it seems that immunity is not granted where it would clearly not be deserved. If an educator reports abuse for any reason other than for the safety and welfare of the child, there should be no immunity. Reporting suspicions of abuse cannot be permitted to be used a tool for settling personal disputes or vendettas. The focus must be on helping children or preventing abuse, whether from adults or other children. Making a report for any other reason is not only immoral and should have consequences.

Courts have recognized the immunity granted to public employees, including educators, who report child abuse. In Landstrom v. Illinois Department of Children and Family Services, two students and their parents brought a Section 1983 action claiming that state and local school employees violated
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their constitutional rights during a child abuse investigation.\textsuperscript{96} The appellate court held that the trial court properly dismissed the claim since the state and school employees were entitled to qualified immunity.\textsuperscript{97} It is important to note that the issue in this case had more to do with the constitutional rights of the students and their families regarding the investigation of the child abuse than the reporting of abuse only.\textsuperscript{98} However, the court observed the importance of the state in child abuse investigations,\textsuperscript{99} helping to provide precedent that would cover educators in their reporting of child abuse.

There is, however, no immunity from civil liability in most states for educators who do not report child abuse, and there are cases where educators have been sued for such inaction.\textsuperscript{100} Opening up reporters to civil action, even in a state that mandates specifically that they report, has both support and opposition. Proponents believe that civil liability provides another layer of motivation for educators to report abuse, especially since criminal indictments are rare.\textsuperscript{101} Opponents of civil liability see it as distracting the legislation from its purpose to protect children by focusing on punishing individuals who may be reporters.\textsuperscript{102} This is reflected in the fact that the majority of past case law involving civil suits dealing with failure to report child abuse has involved educators.\textsuperscript{103} The courts then are in a position to determine in a particular circumstance if there should be accountability for an individual who did not report suspicions of child abuse. This goes back to the fact that educators have more direct daily contact with children, and therefore should be more accountable than other professions. Thus, when there has been abuse, it seems far more intuitive to blame the educator, who is around the child daily, than a doctor or another professional who sees the child only periodically.

In one New York case, there was a statutory requirement for a teacher to report child abuse, but the prosecutor chose

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{96} Landstrom, 892 F.2d at 671.
  \item \textsuperscript{97} Id. at 678.
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not to pursue criminal charges. However, the parents sued the school civilly for not reporting the suspected abuse by the child's uncle. The school filed for summary judgment, which was granted by the trial court. The appellate court held that the teacher was individually liable for breach of duty to report abuse. The court also held that this breach carried liability for the teacher regardless of whether it was ultimately determined that there was abuse or not. This ruling reinforces the possibility of an educator's liability when mandated to report child abuse, even if the state chooses not to pursue criminal charges.

In Ohio, it was held that civil liability exists where a statute imposes a duty to report known or suspected child abuse. During a peer mediation session, a student informed the peer mediation coordinator—also a teacher—of inappropriate sexual advances by a family friend. The student, through her parents, sued for civil liability against the teacher for not reporting the suspected abuse, and the court ruled that there was civil liability under Ohio law.

However, two years later, the same court overruled that case by reasoning that tort immunity can only be superseded by Congress through the Enforcement Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The court reasoned that “an act of Congress is not 'a section of the Revised Code.'” In other words, even if there is a state statute that requires a mandated action, such as a report of child abuse, there is no civil liability for failing to abide by that statute except by legislation of Congress. This seems to be the exact opposite of case law in New York in contradiction of reasonable presumptions of
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uniformity among states. Thus, one state provides immunity whether or not the law is followed while another state requires accountability in some form.

The federal government through CAPTA, state governments through statutes and codes, and courts in most states have recognized the necessity of providing immunity for reporters of child abuse. Immunity helps to promote the gravity and necessity of ensuring that children are protected and provided a safe foundation for growth into adulthood. However, immunity that is provided for not following the law does not seem to be in the best interest of children. Where immunity has been granted through federal and state law for educators to report suspicions of child abuse, it cannot be fully effective without a way for there to also be accountability for failure to report.

V. TRAINING OF EDUCATORS TO REPORT CHILD ABUSE

There is an absolute necessity for educators to report child abuse, as well as to understand the requirements mandating such reporting and the protections provided for so doing. It is important to find out how and how often this information is being conveyed to educators through educational training on reporting child abuse. It is necessary to have continued training throughout the career of an educator, as opposed to a one-time pre-service training and education.

There are various opportunities for educators to receive such training. Besides the education provided during college or university courses, educators can participate in instruction that may be offered at the school, district, county, or state level.116 Programs provided at the school or district level may be delivered by a member of the staff or perhaps an outside expert.117 Federal programs are also available, though they are not generally mandatory.118 Attendance at these programs can either be mandatory or voluntary, although there may be professional development credits earned, which can be
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necessary for state licensing.\textsuperscript{119} There is even financial compensation provided to some who attend.\textsuperscript{120}

Generally, the topics that are covered in child abuse trainings are identification, teachers as mandated reporters, referral information, and the effects of abuse on children.\textsuperscript{121} The major areas of abuse educators are instructed to identify are physical abuse, neglect, emotional maltreatment, sexual abuse, and child abuse within the school.\textsuperscript{122} Within each of the areas there are certain behavioral clues that may indicate abuse. An example is a child that wears “clothing that covers the body and that may be inappropriate in warmer months.”\textsuperscript{123}

The topic of teachers as mandated reporters is usually addressed during training programs. This conversation includes education on the recognition of laws that require educators to report child abuse, ramifications for not reporting, protections provided when there is a report, and the different confidential policies of the reporter.\textsuperscript{124}

Another topic that is addressed is who is to report that a child is being abused and how to report it. Educators are taught to report to local law enforcement, child protective services, or both\textsuperscript{125} and are provided with toll-free phone numbers specifically for the reporting of child abuse.\textsuperscript{126} They are also trained on what to report—reasonable cause or suspicion—and when to report.\textsuperscript{127} Also, although conferring with other professionals or colleagues may help to confirm a reasonable suspicion or make one feel more comfortable in deciding to report,\textsuperscript{128} it is imperative that the initial reporter make sure that there is a report made since he or she is the responsible party.\textsuperscript{129}

Finally, a common topic addressed in training for child abuse is the effects it has upon the child and those associated
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with the child.\textsuperscript{130} Educators may be taught different approaches for dealing with issues that derive from abuse. If there is a heightened interpersonal conflict, for example, then an educator can teach conflict resolution and peer mediation.\textsuperscript{131} Sharing relevant information with child protective services after the report has been made can help in the child’s rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{132} Participation in providing services to the child and family can help to strengthen the family and prevent future abuse.\textsuperscript{133}

There are also committees and programs designed to help the child and parents and the educators who reported the abuse after action has taken place. Knowing about school programs that provide help for parents is important, especially if the parents lack financial resources.\textsuperscript{134} Multidisciplinary teams, either inside or outside of the school, where professionals work with educators in dealing with school-based crises, including the reviewing and reporting of child abuse, may also be of assistance.\textsuperscript{135} Educators may additionally participate in programs that are offered within the community and coordinated with the school and possibly other youth programs.\textsuperscript{136}

Most states require the training of teachers in the reporting of child abuse in order to obtain a teaching license.\textsuperscript{137} For example, the New York State Education Department requires two hours of training on child abuse before licensing.\textsuperscript{138} Two hours of training seems insufficient to learn about the different aspects of child abuse reporting. It is one thing to read in a manual or a handout for what signs of child abuse to look for and it is another to be trained how to observe such signs.

Much of the education received after the initial training that is necessary to obtain a license is done independently by the educator.\textsuperscript{139} There is minor training and education that may
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be provided by the school, district, and state, but any intensive or comprehensive training is left up to the educator. This seems like a lot to ask of the educator regarding a matter that is as sensitive, complicated, and emotional as child abuse. Child abuse is such a national epidemic that perhaps it deserves training that is consistent nationwide, particularly since educators often move from state to state. It is imperative that proper education and training be provided so that educators not only know what is required of them, but also know how to properly recognize reasonable suspicions and where to report those suspicions.

VI. POSSIBLE REASONS FOR NOT REPORTING CHILD ABUSE

The fact that there are statutes in all fifty states and the District of Columbia mandating that educators report suspicions of child abuse does not mean that abuse is always reported. In fact, under-reporting of child abuse by educators happens quite frequently.140 In the late 1980s, this failure to report was as high as 76% percent of the time. Especially when compared to hospitals’ and nationwide rates of failure to report abuse—34% and 60%, respectively—this is unacceptable.141 Educators should and need to be in a position to prevent abuse and protect children. They are arguably on the front line in protecting and preventing harm to children.

As discussed previously, one possible reason for the lack of reporting could be the lack of effective and comprehensive training. In her research, Emily Gretak found that teachers are not reporting due to their lack of knowledge regarding “the law, reporting procedures, or indicators of child abuse.”142 Proper training of educators has shown an increase in confidence, knowledge, and awareness concerning responsibilities under the law, reporting procedures, and recognition of child abuse indicators. It only makes sense that the more an educator knows about what is required and how to do it, the more confident she will be to act accordingly, in the process preventing inaction that could prove fatal for a child.
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Studies have shown that an increased probability of reporting child abuse among educators necessitates “at least three to four hours of training.” Knowledge itself, however, will not always eliminate the fears or negative beliefs that an educator may have concerning the outcomes of a report. Continuous training and reinforcement will allow behavioral change to accompany the knowledge gained.

Although there is immunity for reporting in good faith, some educators may fear being sued. Particularly, they may not have received training to ensure that they understand that fact. Even if they are trained and know about the immunity that exists, they may fear the possibility of being dragged through the legal system. An educator who knows about the immunity protection of child abuse reporters but is inexperienced in dealing with lawyers may be intimidated. Most would hope that these factors would not outweigh the welfare of a child, although it has at times.

Fear of physical retaliation may also hinder reporting. There are confidentiality laws that are meant to protect the identity of an educator who reports on child abuse in each state. Nevertheless, it may seem possible that a reporter’s name could be discovered, especially by the perpetrators. An educator could fear for himself or his family physically. Or, to a lesser degree, there could be harassing of the educator and his family. This could present enough risk to cause hesitation or outright disregard in reporting knowledge or suspicion of child abuse.

Lack of reporting by an educator is not just limited to abuse that is suspected at home. When there is observance, knowledge, or a reasonable suspicion of abuse at school, the educator could be even more hesitant. All states plus the District of Columbia outlaw excessive corporal punishment at schools. However, only twenty states have statutes or codes outlawing any form of corporal punishment at schools. In 1988, the U.S. Department of Education documented that one
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million school children were struck by an educator. An educator may have trouble discerning the line between appropriate and excessive when observing signs of a punishment administered by a colleague. With a lack of training or experience in this area, possible hesitance could be even greater.

Another fact that may result in the under-reporting of child abuse is concern for the safety of the child. The educator may feel that if they do anything that would suggest to the perpetrator that there is suspicion of abuse, the child may be harmed again before aided. An educator may fear that a report might not generate action, leaving the child susceptible to more abuse that may be more severe than it was initially. However, it is recommended that if the educator documents what they observe, the more likely there will be immediate and substantial action by a protective service. Good documentation provides a great foundation for proper authorities to intervene.

Another reason for hesitancy is the concern of the educator that they may be breaking up a family. An educator may think that the suspected abuse may not be sufficient to take a child away from a mother, father, or both. An educator may take it upon herself to weigh the gravity of the current abusive situation with possible negatives of the possible alternative of foster care for the child. Personal feelings or perceptions of alternative care should not inhibit a report of the potential reality of a child in physical danger.

The possibility of losing employment can also be a factor in choosing not to report. Although state statutes and codes prevent a discharge from employment for making a report, there may still be fear that other circumstances could be emphasized to lead to a dismissal. An example is future harassment in the workplace or negative reviews of job performance. This could be especially true when the abuse involves a colleague or a superior at the school or where the child is from an influential or prominent family that could have bearing on an educator’s future employment, leading an educator to weigh their suspicion and justify the possibility of
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not reporting, perhaps hoping that somebody else will be in a better position to do so at a later time.

Under-reporting of observed, known, or suspected child abuse can be attributed to different reasons. Lack of efficient training and proper knowledge of statutes and codes can lead to doubt of an educator’s ability to identify and report. Fear of physical harm, harassment, employment loss, the breaking up of families, and more severe abuse of the child can impact the judgment and discretion of an educator in reporting abuse. Whatever the reason for under-reporting, it is necessary to seek measures that provide educators the ability to protect children and prevent further abuse.

VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR PREVENTING UNDER-REPORTING

In identifying reasons for an educator’s inability to report child abuse, there is an underlying theme of separation between the states regarding laws, training, and procedures. Providing uniformity in child reporting may help educators report properly and efficiently. There are many who feel strongly that education needs to be governed and administered as locally as possible, keeping individual schools from becoming part of any sort of federal system. In acknowledging that sentiment, it seems that a nationwide mandate in certain areas would provide for more effective foundation where children can get help from educators.

Currently, most of the training and education varies across schools, districts, counties, and states.154 Perhaps a mandated training course and uniform requirements for teacher certification nationwide would be more effective. It is clear that when there is increased knowledge and training there are better results in reporting.155 It is apparent that educators need to have the confidence in themselves and the system to be efficient in reporting child abuse.

States differ regarding mandating who must and who may report child abuse. Thus, a person such as Paterno who works closely with youth is not liable in Pennsylvania for not reporting child abuse to legal authorities, but would be liable in another state such as Utah.156 This appears to be an unintended loophole for some individuals not to report child abuse.
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abuse. This could be more uniform by Congress passing legislation requiring all states to impose reporting requirements on all persons. However, this would raise constitutional questions and would undoubtedly lead to long-term legal battles. Another way would be to provide financial incentives, possibly through CAPTA, for implementing such a requirement.157 Through this method, the states would still have final decision-making power and maintain their sovereignty in an area traditionally regarded as the domain of the states.

Providing immunity for educators from civil liability in all states may provide an added incentive to report. As was discussed in Campbell, although there is a statute or code mandating reporting for educators, civil liability cannot pierce immunity provided to local governments by the state without an act of Congress.158 It would seem proper and just that simply because the state chooses not to pursue criminal action does not mean that the educator should not be liable for failing to report. To protect children from abuse there should be some threat of enforcement. Civil action could help provide liability for the surmounting issue of under-reporting. It should be noted that this seems like a drastic measure, but it may be necessary to combat the serious and enormous problem that under-reporting of child abuse presents.

Lastly, it might be beneficial to incorporate some sort of whistleblower statute into federal law to provide protection to educators, similar to corporate and government whistleblower cases where individuals are insulated from being expressly terminated.159 This would help insulate educators from employment dangers, even though state statutes and codes presently provide protection against employer reprisal.160 A federal statute may give reporters more confidence that they truly are protected and result in less under-reporting by educators.

The current enormity of under-reporting demonstrates the need to explore additional measures so that educators will report child abuse. Nationwide training requirements regarding
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content and length of training may give educators more confidence, knowledge, and skills to properly report abuse. Requiring that all persons must report child abuse, as in the Utah Code, could eliminate loopholes that exist from state to state and create responsibility and liability for everyone who works closely with children. Ensuring that civil liability is attainable, even if there is criminal liability, likely will be motivation for educators to report abuse. A federal statute insulating educators from losing employment could help educators have courage in identifying and reporting child abuse. These are suggestions of possible measures to help protect children and prevent child abuse through reporting by educators. Hopefully, this will provoke discussion that will accomplish the goal of ensuring the well-being of children.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Child abuse is egregious. It destroys the foundation and stability of a child. It deteriorates self-confidence, ambition, and personal relationships. Trust is often unattainable with others, especially with adults. A child who is abused faces a hard road that only gets harder as the child becomes an adult. To commit child abuse is to rob an individual of their youth. Its effects are long-lasting with repercussions through adulthood and perhaps life’s duration.

Educators have a special relationship with children that gives them an opportunity to care and protect their fragile foundation. Educators may be a child’s only hope in identifying and reporting abuse. Most children trust their educators and rely on their courage and strength to protect them from other children, adults, family members, and other educators who may abuse them.

All states plus the District of Columbia mandate that educators report observance, knowledge, or a reasonable suspicion of child abuse. In some states, they are civilly liable even if they are not prosecuted criminally for not reporting abuse. It is worth discussing whether all states should allow for civil liability for those educators who do not report. Educators are granted immunity from all criminal and civil legal action when they report in good faith. They are also immune from being discharged from their employment; however, a federal statute may help to allay fears about their job security.

There are certain requirements of training and education on reporting child abuse to obtain a license to teach. There
could be more discussion and implementation of a uniform nationwide curriculum to ensure proper training for identification and reporting of child abuse. Also, it seems that there may be a need for longer training periods. Research has shown this to be effective in the battle against abuse.\textsuperscript{161}

In addressing how states vary in the treatment and requirements of reporting child abuse by educators, as well as training requirements, it would be more efficient to have a more unified approach nationally. Something as crucial as the safety of children needs to be addressed in a consistent manner so that individuals who move from state to state need not guess what is required and can receive training that teaches the most effective ways of recognizing and acting upon signs of child abuse. Education is generally viewed as a state issue and a federal action regarding the reporting of child abuse by educators, designated professionals, or all persons does not have to mean a deviation from that view. This may present some constitutional issues with regard to basic states’ rights and authority. However, this issue is of such importance and necessity that it would be worth investing resources to seek unification in the battle against child abuse. It also may lead to a more productive society as a whole where the costs of rehabilitation of those who have been abused can be minimized. Each state working together under a federal law or regulation would allow for consistent addressing of this issue so that, although child abuse may not be extinguished, it can be addressed for a greater number of children.

Child abuse, especially sexual abuse, is unacceptable, and society needs to do what it can to prevent it. Whether or not there is agreement on the measures proposed here, there should always be an open dialogue to better educators in their pursuit of children’s welfare. After all, the foundation and stability of a child is the foundation and stability of society, both present and future.
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